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The Three Transitional Areas  
ABYEI 

Situation analysis: Scepticism amongst Misseriya towards the PCA ruling persists. Fears over possibly losing traditional 
grazing rights need to be taken into consideration during public education on the PCA and progress in recovery.   
The Abyei Administration is hindered by internal conflict. During reporting week the Governor Arop Moyak suspended 
the Minister for Local Governance (NCP). In addition the Abyei Legal/Prosecutor office was closed for two weeks, 
following a dispute between the Governor, the SPLM and GoSS- Ministry of Legal Affairs. The Legal Office had declared 
a multi-million SDG contract (Unity Fund) void over allegations of fraud/corruption, which has been signed between 
the Administration and a private road construction company. Although the Legal Office resumed its functions on Oct 26, 
the status of the Legal Advisors is still unclear. 
Upcoming Interstate Conference (Five Governors Meeting): The ‘5 State Governors’ meeting1 is scheduled for Nov 5 in 
Khartoum (confirmation pending). The proposed agenda is: (1) Security arrangements around the boundaries of the 5 
involved states; (2) consolidated policy on small arms (for nomadic movement, i.e. whether nomads will finally be 
allowed to carry arms while migrating); (3) Common Security arrangements for the 5 States- Area Security Committees 
(ASCs); (5) Taxation policy for nomads 
Migration: Pastoral migration commenced. Nomads and herds are reported as far as Gole village (28 Km North of Abyei 
town). Migration progresses in common pattern: Men are assessing the situation first and are then followed by the cattle 
and the rest of their families. Reportedly, most of the men are bearing arms. Potential tensions need to be observed. The 
situation is further aggravated by insufficient water in the area. The local population has already expressed the need of 
water support for their villages. UNMIS sections (PoC; RCSO- RRR; and military components) reports unusually dry 
areas both North and South of the River Kiir/Bahr el Arab. On Oct 30 joint teams (RCSO/RRR, WatSan Sector 
authorities and INGOs) visited Rumamier, normally not accessible until end of December. This gives an indication that 
migration is likely to proceed faster this year, with men and cattle reaching South earlier than usual. Thus (i) increased 
monitoring; (ii) key water support activities; (iii) security arrangements/ police need to be deployed.  
Return: During field assessments (Oct 28, 29 and 30), RCSO-RRR got reports from local communities on expected 
returns: (1) Nov 5-6: Maker Abior and Noong Boumas (Alaal Payam); Rumamier and Mabok (Mabok Bouma- Rumamier 
Payam); and Marial Achak Bouma (Rumamier Payam) at least 300 HHs, final figures not known; (2) Nov 13 Dungop 
Bouma and possibly Awolnom Bouma (Alaal Payam), figures not known; (3) dates/ destinations not known. RRR 
Khartoum Team is following up with traditional leaders and IDPs representatives. In communications and coordination 
at all levels, key points are: (i) Pre-departure registration and transmission of forms/information at field level; (ii) people 
are returned to final destinations. Community support for the return has to include transport from Abyei to final 
destinations. If returnees are stranded in Abyei, it is suggested that local families in Abyei town support with shelter and 
first needs, to avoid 'encampment'. To all of this, Khartoum support is imperative, Abyei Area has a limited absorption 
capacity (max. 15,000 people until May 2010), limited accessibility to rural villages. In support of tracking & monitoring 
and village profiling in Abyei, an agreement was made with IOM on Oct 28.  
HUMANITARIAN DEVELOPMENTS 
Shelter and NFIs: Return villages report needs, particularly in plastic sheeting and shelter support, in areas immediately 
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south of river Kiir/ Bhar el Arab- Akech Nyal and Mading Achueng. RCSO/RRR will include areas in the vulnerability 
assessment for NPA- NFIs distribution scheduled in November. 
Protection: During reporting period 2 cases of rape and 1 attempt of rape of minors were reported in the area. The 
perpetrators were brought to court and sentenced. One suspect was released on bail in Agok.  
COORDINATION 
Humanitarian Contingency Plan: RCSO/RRR are updating the HCP for Abyei; inputs from partners are on- going and 
final version will be shared as soon as consolidated draft is available. 
UP COMING EVENTS  
 Nov 4: Abyei UNCT  
 Ongoing: Increased monitoring in Return Villages. 

SOUTHERN KORDOFAN  
RECOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT 
Follow up on UNCT/Donor meeting in Kadugli of Sep 27, 2009: On Oct 27, the South Kordofan State Government, 
Donors and Multi-stakeholders Coordination Forum met in Khartoum to review the results of the 5+5 consultations. The 
stakeholders, supported by UNDP, presented prioritized areas of intervention within the State, where project 
implementation is going to be accelerated within the next 3 months. 
HUMANITARIAN DEVELOPMENT  
Bi-weekly Flood Taskforce meeting: 
On Oct 29, supported by RCSO-HERR, the Civil Defense Office (CDO) chaired a Flood Taskforce Meeting, attended by 
UN, WFP, FAO, UNMIS/Police, State Ministry of Agriculture and HAC/SRRC.  
It was agreed by taskforce team, that by mid of November that the following mitigation activities to be taken:  
 With the help of flood affected communities of Kadugli town, MOUP, CDO, SRC, Mubadroun organization, 

HAC/SRRC and WFP were tasked to implement FFW for clearing drainages and river beds.  
 State Ministry of Culture, CDO, Ruyia, NIMYAD and UNMIS/Police will undertake community awareness 

education as well as training of CDO personal.  
 State Ministry of Agriculture, State Ministry of culture and Garass EL Tayeib organization will raise community 

awareness on rules and regulations on tree cutting and grass burning (fire management).  
 State Ministry of water, SMOUP, CDO, UNICEF/WASH will install flood gauges in coordination with 

UNMIS/CIMIC. 
 Mapping Team’s training of trainers will expand training on flood prevention to other flood-prone places of South 

Kordofan state (Abu Gibaha, Lagawa, Dilling, Kauda, Abu Karshoula, Fula and Babanussa) 
UP COMING EVENTS  
 November MCM 
 Flood mitigation activities 

BLUE NILE STATE 
On Oct 28-29 H.E. the President of the Republic visited Blue Nile State. The President inaugurated new development 
projects in Damazine, i.e. the tarmac road Damazine-Kurmuk. In his public speech in Damazine the President 
announced that those who are affected by the heightening of Rosaries Dam will receive compensation and will be 
relocated to modern villages by 2011.  
RECOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT 
Recovery Forum: On Oct 25, the Blue Nile government announced that the Second Recovery Forum in Blue Nile will be 
postponed until beginning of 2010 due to a lack of financial resources 
Agriculture: On Oct 18 upon request of HAC/ SRRC in Damazine, FAO, HAC, Ministry Of Agriculture and ADRA 
visited Amara village, Geissan locality. The community reported that due to the heightening of Rosaries Dam on Nov 11 
without prior warning around 1000 Feddan of their planted areas were damaged. 234 HH have lost their crops. 
Flood preparedness: Between Oct 24 – 28, the Sudanese Red Crescent (SRC) held a training workshop on floods 
preparedness for their volunteers. This is part of the Eastern Nile Countries project under the Nile Basin Initiatives.  
National Immunization Days: The Blue Nile EPI Department is holding NIDs for the eradication of Polio, targeting 
176,739 children under five. The NIDs also include Vitamin A supplementation. However, it does not cover Southern 
Kurmuk, which is yet to be covered by the INGO GOAL. 
Malaria: With support from UNICEF the Malaria and Vector Control Programme has started in Blue Nile. The Malaria  
Indicators Survey targets 12 communities in the six localities of Blue Nile State.  
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UP COMING EVENTS 
 Crop assessment is expected to start on Nov 08 by FAO, WFP and MoA.  
 UNDP/ TRAM team to visit Blue Nile next week. 

Eastern Sudan  
KASSALA AND GEDAREF 

RECOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT  
Elections: The Carter Centre deployed 10 permanent election observers to observe the elections process; 2 observers in 
each of Kassala, Kadugli, Malakal, Yambio and Waw. Further observers are going to be deployed during registration 
and voting phase.  
DDR: On Oct 27, SRCS distributed livestock integration package to the ex-combatants of SAF and PDF in Girba town. In 
addition, implementing partners ACORD in Kassala and ISRA (National NGO) in Red Sea State distributed integration 
packages as well. The total number of ex-combatants targeted in this UNDP funded project is 482, categorized for 
support in livestock, agricultural inputs and small enterprises. Integration packages for the category of livestock were 
delivered to 116 ex-combatants in Kassala, Gedarif and Red Sea States while those for agricultural inputs and small 
enterprises will be distributed within the coming two months.  
HUMANITARIAN DEVELOPMENT  
The Commission of Refugees (COR) and UNHCR resumed verification and registration in collaboration with the 
National Security Department.  

RED SEA STATE 
RECOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT 
Food for Education and Food for Work: On Oct 25, a joint mission of WFP and MIC held a workshop on food for 
education and food for work programmes in Port Sudan. The two programmes were designed to support the transition 
from relief to recovery and development for states with chronic food insecurity, acute water scarcity, and low 
educational and low socio-economic indicators through educational and nutritional support and water harvesting 
projects. 
As achievements were acknowledged: 1. Increased enrolment, especially of girls, regular attendance and reduction of 
drop outs; 2. Increased awareness about importance of girl education; 3. Poor families can send and keep their children 
in school; 4. Community is organized and working together in the implementation; 5. School performance in national 
exams improved. 
Main constraints were summarised as: 1. High cost of meal preparation and food transportation; 2. Lack of/inadequate 
infrastructure; 3. Payment of teacher’s salaries delayed/lacking, many volunteer teachers; 3. Some children attend from 
very remote areas so need of more boarding schools; 4. Early marriage of girls in grade 7 & 8.  
Recommendations: 1. Construct boarding schools in remote areas; 2. Review the schools that meet WFP targeting 
criteria, jointly select 70% schools for 2010; 3. Review roles and responsibilities of all partners under the MOU, retraining 
required; 4. Improve monitoring reporting, a joint responsibility; 5. Planning Department to reactivate steering 
committee and invite all partners including the Wali’s office to regular meetings; 6. Link strategic planning, community 
participatory approach and poverty reduction programmes.  

Darfur 
North Darfur: 
Food Security & Livelihood (Productive Sectors): The Rapid Food Security and Livelihood Assessment findings have 
been shared and discussed with officials of the Ministry of Agriculture and Irrigation. The tentative work plan for the 
Post Harvest Assessment for North Darfur has been presented to the FSL. The preparatory phase will commence on the 
Nov 2 final report is expected by Dec 22 . The assessment will cover 41 locations, almost the whole North Darfur State. 
According to the Integrated Water Resources Management (IWRM) update, the situation in North Darfur is worrying, 
with rainfalls substantially below the annual average. The FSL cluster is concerned that the shortage of rainfalls may 
result in poor pastures and crops failure.  
Natural Resources: Practical Action (PA) is currently conducting a five-day workshop on consensus building to 
better plan and use of natural resources in ND. The participants are CBOs networks and government officials from the 
various localities.  
Inter-tribal clashes:  New inter-tribal clashes broke out on Oct 26 in Shangil Tobaya.  Initial reports describe 8 killed and 
around 3,000 to 4,000 displaced. MSF-Spain was unable to conduct a rapid assessment due to on-going fighting. 
UNAMID, OCHA and UNHCR are also planning an assessment as soon as security allows for that.  
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Zam Zam camp (new extension) : UNHCR has reported that site planning in Zamzam new extension area has stared 
and no incident reported.  Land owners (farmers), IDP community leaders, and SLA have supported and participated in 
the exercise. 
Early Recovery: BCPR Early Recovery Advisor arrived in El Fasher on Oct 25.  
South Darfur: 
Crop Production: There seems to be a considerable expansion of groundnuts cultivation and various cereals crops. 
Verification by MOA pre and post harvest assessments pending. PDNO reports a high yield of vegetables production in 
Sheria Locality, mainly watermelon, tomato and cucumber. FAO supported the area with seeds. Areas North and North 
East of Nyala and Sheria locality are affected by low and uneven distribution of rainfall. The Ministry of Agriculture 
(MOA) reported that data collection for Pre-Harvest Assessment in South Darfur has commenced in collaboration with 
WFP and FAO.  
Livestock: Over the last two weeks SP (INGO) vaccinated 25,000 head of cattle in East Jabal Mara and prepares for a 
campaign in Yassin administration unit. Afag started a FAO funded beneficiaries training in Otash IDPs camp on 
poultry housing and feeding project. Each of the 100 women headed household will receive 10 layer hens.  WVI (INGO) 
started to provide livestock services in Alsalm and Otash IDPs camps. The next target camps are:  Kalma, Alserif,  Skali 
and Musah.  
Environment: Various reforestation activities are on-going. SP established a new fruits and shade trees nursery in 
Umboium (Sheria locality). ZOA distributed 30,000 different tree seedlings in Musi and Sakali IDPs camps and for 
schools in Dereib Alreh in Belail Locality. FNC is monitoring tree seedlings that were distributed to the partners from 
their nurseries in Buram and Sheria locality. SSO received a variety of tree species seeds from Forest Research Center in 
Khartoum, and asked NGOs who are interested in growing tree seedlings to contact the SSO office in Nyala.  
MESO finished production of 1,650 PCs of mud stoves in Dereige camp, 1,450 PCs in Elseraif camp and 450 PCs in 
Elsalam camp. The low production in Elsalam camp is due to beneficiaries demanding high incentives. 
Early Recovery Network in South Darfur: On Oct 29, RCSO held the first meeting on the Early Recovery Network at the 
UNDP Conference Hall in South Darfur and gave a presentation to the key cluster leads, NGOs, Government Officials 
and civil society members.  
West Darfur: 
High Level Committee Mission : On Oct 26 the High Level Committee visited Geneina. The mission was joined by the 
RC/HC and the Minister for Humanitarian Affairs, GOS, donors, UN agencies and government officials. The HLC met 
with the A/HCT and were briefed by agencies and INGOs on the working environment in view of the recent 
kidnapping incident in Geneina.  
Low crop due to insufficient rainfall predicted: INTERSOS conducted a drought assessment in Forobaranga and 
reported that the erratic and late rains will affect the food security and predicted population movement and unusual 
cattle movement due to the poor pastures. Triange, FAR, Concern, HAI including HAC confirmed that the low rain in 
the region is impacting on the harvest and only 40% of normal production is predicted.    
For further HUMANITARIAN DEVELOPMENTS in Darfur please refer to OCHA bulletins www.unsudanig.org 

SOUTHERN SUDAN 
CENTRAL EQUATORIA STATE (CES) 

The overall security situation in CES is calm. However, on Oct 27 a commercial truck travelling from Bor to Juba was 
attacked between Mangalla and Gemmaiza. One person was reported dead and two were wounded.  
HUMANITARIAN DEVELOPMENTS 
Health: State Rapid Response Team with technical assistance of WHO are investigating the increased morbidity and 
mortality due Malaria in Juba county. Weekly Disease surveillance (42) reported 8622 cases of Malaria with 17 deaths. 
There are a reported 8 new cases of Measles were reported in Lasu Yei County and 2 cases of Acute Jaundice Syndrome 
in Juba County.  
Emergency Response:  
Terekeka:  

• The road reopened on Oct 24 but remains at level 3 requiring mandatory armed escorts. 
• A WFP, Medair and Samaritan Purse team on the ground currently to are on ground in Terekeka to verify the 

reported 14,000 IDPs. 
• Distribution of NFIs started on Oct 28 and is still on-going. 

http://www.unsudanig.org/
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• Food distribution starts on Oct 29 together with the verification/registration of the IDPs . 
• Medair plans to install 2 emergency water systems (SWATs) in Terekeka. 
• MSF-B has completed the building of 26 emergency latrines around the IDP area. 
• Medair and Samaritan Purse intend to assess Muni and Nyori, 2 additional IDP locations. 

Ndolo Payam Juba County - Nyamini: 
• Oxfam will assess the WASH situation on Oct 30 and repair the broken bore hole. 
• UNJLC through Islamic Relief will distribute NFIs after verification. 
• CES government is purchasing food for IDPs to cover the immediate gap until WFP commences food 

distributions. 
EASTERN EQUATORIA STATE (EES) 

The background to the Toposa attack on Lochoribe boma in Nakura Payam, near to Narus, remains unclear. 
Consultations with state authorities and Toposa are on-going.  
RECOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT 
State Planning and Development Committee: The SPDC meeting on Oct 30 chaired by the Ministry of Finance was 
postponed.  
Election: The director of the National Election commission visited Torit on Oct 30 to assist in the preparations for the 
launch of the 2010 election campaign.  
NGO forum: NGO forum met on Oct 30. The members endorsed the ToRs. 
Food market: After having restricted grain, flour and maize exports from Kenya in July, allegedly Kenya also restricted 
soda and beverage exports. 
HUMANITARIAN DEVELOPMENTS 
Displacement: Toposa chiefs reported that Turkana attacked Lochoribe boma in Nakura Payam approximately 40 km 
from Nadapal on Oct 29. Reportedly, the Boma population fled as the Turkana burned the villages. An unknown 
number of displaced persons have fled to eastern part of Eastern Kapoeta. There is no NGO active in this part of the 
country. There is a need for an assessment. 

LAKES STATE (LS) 
Suspension of Commissioner of Rumbek North: On Oct 24 the Deputy Governor of Lakes State suspended the 
Commissioner of Rumbek North in connection to the alleged torture of two men suspected of involvement in a cattle 
raid in Warrap State in September 2009.  
Peace Talks led by State Governor: For the last month, the Lakes State Governor met with community elders and chiefs 
all over Greater Yirol to foster peace talks between the communities. During the mission, 50 executive chiefs have 
reportedly been arrested for fuelling conflict and for failing to apprehend and to hand over those alleged to have 
perpetrated cattle raids and killings. 
RECOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT 
Demobilization: The Lakes State Reintegration Officer informed the RCSO that during Oct 12-30 a total of 432 ex-
combatants have been demobilized and have received 90 days food rations: the Mangala case load from Juba with a total 
of 133 ex-combatants (70 female and 63 male); the Lakes State case load with 299 ex-combatants (284 female and 15 
male). 
HUMANITARIAN DEVELOPMENTS 
Merger of Save the Children: Save the Children Sweden, Save the Children UK and Save the Children US in Southern 
Sudan are going to merge into “Save the Children in Southern Sudan (SCiSS)” effective Oct 31.  
IDPs in need of assistance in Billing: On Oct 26, the SSRRC reported 630 IDPs affected by ethnic clashes that erupted in 
late June 2009 between the Dinka of Agar of Rumbek East and the Jur bel of Wulu have returned to their respective areas 
and are in need of assistance.  
Verifications of Returnees: SSRRC, WFP and RRR/UNMIS concluded verification of a total of 1,806 IDPs in Yirol West 
and 2,525 IDPs in Yirol East on Oct 24. The movement of the returnees was facilitated from the North by ADRA. WFP is 
preparing to deliver a three months food ration to the returnees. 

NORTHERN BAHR EL GHAZAL STATE (NBEGS)  
Despite reports of LRA attacks in Raga County in neighbouring WBEG the state remained calm during last week.  
RECOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT 
Alternative Education Systems (AES) Orientation Workshop – MDTF project: A three day workshop on “Alternative 
Education Systems Orientation (AES)”, was held in Aweil town from Oct 26 – 28, facilitated by the Ministry of Education 
officials from Juba, and funded by the MDTF.  
Food security situation in NBeG: In the interagency meeting on Oct 29, FAO reported that the rainfall distribution this 
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year was adequate for crop production, and only slightly delayed. The results of the Annual Needs & Livelihoods 
Assessment (ANLA) and Crop Food and Supply Assessment Mission (CFSAM) will further clarify the food security 
situation in the state. The ANLA is presently on-going. 
HUMANITARIAN DEVELOPMENTS 
Concerns on information dissemination to beneficiary communities: A month ago members of RRWG agreed to 
inform returnees in all the communities of the break in the WFP food pipe line and the continuation of verification in 
expectation of availability of food. However, the Governor of NBeG advised against the course of action and requested 
that WFP inform GoSS in Juba through SSRRC before taking such action. Feedback from SSRRC in Juba is pending. The 
delay in sensitisation of communities is causing concern amongst the RRWG. Additionally, verification of returnees 
needs to be carried out for purposes beyond food distribution. 

UNITY STATE (US)  
RECOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT 
Budget Sector Committee Meeting: The Public Administration Budget Sector Committee met on Oct 26 to follow up on 
the planning process for 2010 – 2012. 24 participants from State Ministry of Public Administration, Directorate of 
Training and Capacity Development, Finance, Local Government, Prisons, Wildlife, State Secretariat General, Anti 
Corruption Commission, UN and NGOs attended. Among issues discussed were the review of strategic sector directives 
2010 – 2012, Public Administrative achievements, capacity needs of public civil servants at state and county levels, and 
GoSS guidelines on state budget planning.  

HUMANITARIAN SITUATION 
National Immunization Days Unity State: The Polio Immunization Campaign ended on Oct 30. 331,334 children under 
five years were targeted, the exact number achieved in the campaign will be provided once the immunization team 
finalised the data collation. WHO reported that the immunization campaign covered the State except Heglig Payam in 
Ruweng County Northern side of Unity State due to insecurity.  
NFI Distribution to IDPs in Mayom: Save the Children UK has completed the distribution of 966 NFI kits (483 survival 
kits and 483 kitchen sets) to 2, 263 IDPs (483 households) displaced from cross-border cattle raids in Mayom County. 

UPPER NILE STATE (UNS) 
RECOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT 
Peace building: South Sudan Peace Commission’s efforts on reconciliation and peace building this week brought 
together diverse actors with the State Council of Elders for continued dialogue primarily among the tribes of Upper Nile 
State with Dinka and Shilluk..  
HUMANITARIAN SITUATION 
Returns planning meeting on Maban: Return partners held a planning meeting on Oct 30. 1,200 IDPs are expected to 
arrive in Maban toward the end of November 2009. WFP committed food for the expected group while UNHCR will 
facilitate onward transport and provide NFI. Maban County Authorities will provide support for the returning group. 
Civil Societies/ National NGOs held their first workshop in Malakal: Civil Societies and National NGOs held their 
first ever coordination meeting on Oct 29. Matters raised were civil society contribution to the development of the State. 
The need for advocacy and awareness, resources mobilization and pro-poor policies were highlighted as the key 
responsibilities for the group. Strengthened coordination amongst the forum members was urged. 

WARRAP STATE (WS)  
Voter Education Training and Registration: The Warrap State Elections Commission has completed two-day training in 
Kuajok of 29 Constituency Election Officers on the Voter Registration. There are 87 Registration Committees having a 
total of 261 Registration Clerks for the 29 Election Constituencies. On Oct 27 UNDP supplied voter registration materials 
to the State Elections Commission Office of Warrap who are charged with distribution to all the state registration centres. 
On Oct 29 the Voter Education Campaign in Kuajok was launched, presided over by the Chief of Elections High 
Committee, Mr. Anei Mangong Anei at Kuajok Freedom Square and was attended by hundreds of citizens. State-wide 
registrations will commence on Nov 1 as planned. 
RECOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT 
Annual Needs and Livelihoods Assessment (ANLA): Oct 25-26, WFP in collaboration with the State Ministry of 
Agriculture organized a two days training workshop in Kuajok followed by six days of field data collection/assessment 
with RCSO, AMA (Assistance Mission for Africa), SSRRC and other line ministries. Results will be finalized until Dec 9. 
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HUMANITARIAN DEVELOPMENTS 
Relief to Rualbet IDPs: WFP has begun to airdrop 2 month food rations to the estimated number of 6,000 IDPs who 
were displaced from their homes in Rualbet Payam following the inter-communal fighting in the area early August 2009. 
The transportation of the NFIs from IOM will be facilitated by UNMIS Sector II. 

WESTERN BAHR ELGHAZAL STATE (WBEGS) 
HUMANITARIAN DEVELOPMENTS 
3 Days Polio National Immunization Day campaign completed: State Government of Western Bahr el Ghazal in 
collaboration with WHO and UNICEF launched the NID polio campaign on Oct 27 for children under 5 years.  
UNICEF Health and Nutrition Workplan: UNICEF and the State Ministry of Health reviewed the health and nutrition 
work plan at Wau midwifery school. Unachieved health and nutrition activities are deferred for implementation in 2010. 

WESTERN EQUATORIA STATE (WES) 
Voter Registration: Voters Registration will be launched on Oct 31 with media sensitisation campaigns. UNMIS electoral 
stated that regions inaccessible to UNMIS are possibly accessible to their local counterparts. The electoral unit finally 
received voters’ education materials, and is currently preparing to train voters’ education staff. However, due to 
financial constraints there had been delays especially on transporting the staff from the ten counties for the training.  
LRA: Reports of LRA attacks and abductions continue but have lessened in intensity in the reporting period. H.E. the 
Governor informed that security forces maintain security in Maridi. The Governor recently visited Maridi to address 
security related issues with the Security Committee following the withdrawal of a Chinese team which was working on 
the reconstruction of the dam. The Governor also further clarified that there are no restrictions to UNMIS UNMO patrols 
in Nabiapai or Gangura.  
RECOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT 
Quick Impact Projects: QIP proposals were returned from Juba to be properly scrutinized by the QIP committee in 
Yambio. The Committee is to forward the proposal upon revision to Juba. 
Police Training: UNPOL completed training in Computer operations with SSPS officers on Oct 30.  
HUMANITARIAN DEVELOPMENTS 
New influx of Congolese refugees: 45 new refugees were registered by HCR in Ezo. The new arrivals, mostly women, 
are reportedly fleeing from rape and looting by unpaid Congolese Government soldiers (not LRA) from Panagara and 
Bangaru areas. 
Health: WHO donated sleeping sickness drugs to Yambio hospital and supplied emergency drugs. The WHO also 
started a Polio eradication campaign on Oct 27 in all counties of the state. The campaign in Ezo will start on Nov 3. MSF 
is currently involved in Mental Health assistance delivery at Makpandu camp after handing over primary health care to 
WVI. MSF also plans to deliver 24 hour emergency assistance in the camp.  
Food distribution: WFP distributed 32.25 MT of food to a total of 1,732 refugees in Ezo camp, while food distribution is 
on-going to 3,408 IDPs in Nzara County. WFP is following up on 890 returnees in Nzara who although were verified in 
March 09, are yet to receive any assistance. World Vision distributed 24 MT of FI and NFI to IDPs in Namutina. 
Returned children: Two girls who have escaped captivity by the LRA were flown to Juba on Oct 29 accompanied by 
UNICEF staff. 

 
The RCSO Weekly Report is a consolidation of weekly field reports produced by RCSO field offices, based on information from state level United 
Nations, NGO and government partners. For further information, please contact Alawiyya Jamal jamala@un.org (HERR/RCSO Khartoum) or 
Sandra Kugonsa Isingoma: isingomas@un.org (RCSO Juba). For previous reports, please refer to: http://rco.unsudanig.org/  
 
 
ABBREVIATIONS: 
AWD: Acute Water Diarrhoea 
CHF: Common Humanitarian Fund 
DG: Director-General 
EC: European Commission 
EPI: Endemic Programme of Immunization 
GBV: gender based violence 
HAC: Humanitarian Aid Commission 
NDI: National Democratic Institute for International Affairs POC: 
Protection of Civilians  
RIEP: Rapid Impact Emergency Programme 
 

 
RRR: Return, Reintegration and Recovery 
SMOA: State Ministry of Agriculture 
SOME: State Ministry of Education 
SMOH: State Ministry of Health 
SRRC: Sudan Recovery and Relief Commission 
WG: Working Group 
WES: Water , Environment and Sanitation 
UNPOL: United Nations Police  
UNST: UN state team 
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